
 

Gifts From Pavilion KL’s Tokyo Street That Bring You Back to Tokyo 

 

In conjunction with the 10th Anniversary of Pavilion KL’s Tokyo Street, here are gifts from 

Tokyo Street that will instantly bring you and your loved ones back to the capital of Japan! If 

you’re looking for a Japan-inspired gift that is cool, kawaii and useful, look no further. 

 

Casio G-Shock 

 

Everybody loves a Casio G-Shock watch and you can find its many models almost everywhere 

in the city of Tokyo. Casio G-Shock watches are stylish, timeless and popular no matter where 

you are and what your style is. Treat yourself to a Casio G-Shock watch at Casio Corner, 

Tokyo Street! 

Location: Casio Corner, Level 6, Tokyo Street 

During the Phase 1 of the National Recovery Plan, readers may visit Casio Corner’s online store at 
www.timegalerie.com.my for more info. 

 

Japanese Anime Plushies 

    

http://www.timegalerie.com.my/
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Japanese anime plushies are kawaii and you can find them almost everywhere in Tokyo. If 

you love Pokemon, Crayon Shin-chan, Doraemon and more, create your very own cute 

collection in Karafu. 

Location: Karafu, Level 6, Tokyo Street 

During the Phase 1 of the National Recovery Plan, readers may visit Karafu’s Instagram or Facebook 
page at Karafucool for more info. 

 

Bonsai Trees 

  

Bonsai in Japanese means “tree in a pot” and is seen as a symbol of balance and harmony. 

They’re easy to take care of meaning they are perfect gifts for beginner planters or those with 

green fingers. Check out Zen Bonsai for a pretty selection of bonsai and custom-made bonsai 

pots! 

Location: Zen Bonsai, Level 6, Tokyo Street 

During the Phase 1 of the National Recovery Plan, readers may visit Zen Bonsai’s Facebook page for 
more info. 

 

Matcha Kit Kat 

 

Looking for a gift for someone who’s obsessed with matcha chocolates? Nestle’s Kit Kat Mini 

Otona No Amasa Koi Matcha will excite matcha lovers with its sweet, smoky flavour. Get your 

stash at Shojikiya, Tokyo Street! Indulge in the essence and rich taste of matcha green tea 

with this limited-edition Kit Kat. 

Location: Shojikiya, Level 6, Tokyo Street 



Japanese Inspired Accessories 

  

Gift your favourite gal pal beautiful accessories to up her look! From vintage-inspired earrings, 
floral hair pins to embellished earrings, check out Bomnal for elegant hair accessories, 
necklaces, bracelets and earrings. 

Location: Bomnal, Level 6, Tokyo Street 

During the Phase 1 of the National Recovery Plan, readers may visit Bomnal’s Instagram page for more 
info. 

 

Matcha Powders 

  

The perfect gift for a matcha connoisseur. Flavour lattes and baked goods such as cakes, 

muffins and cookies with the herbaceous essence of tea. Get your loved ones some premium 

Matcha powders from Matcha Hero Kyoto today! 

Location: Matcha Hero Kyoto, Level 6, Tokyo Street 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Totoro Piggy Bank  

  

Totoro is recognized as one of the most popular characters in Japanese animation. From 

piggy banks to keychains and even Totoro figurines, you can get them all in Karafu, Tokyo 

Street! They’re adorable and are definitely perfect gifts for kids and those young at heart! 

Location: Karafu, Level 6, Tokyo Street 

During the Phase 1 of the National Recovery Plan, readers may visit Karafu’s Instagram or Facebook 
page at Karafucool for more info. 

 


